$18. NONFICTION  
EL - ESSENTIAL


EL (K-3)-ESSENTIAL.

EL, MS – ESSENTIAL.

EL, MS – ADVISABLE.

Pre-K, EL (K-3) – ESSENTIAL.

Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker *The War that Saved my Life*, 316 pgs. Penguin (Dial) 2015. $16.99. Language: G; (0 swears 0 Fs); Mature Content: G; Violence: PG.  
EL, MS - ESSENTIAL

Pre-K, EL (K-3) -- ESSENTIAL.

Calmenson, Stephanie *Ollie's Class Trip: A Yes-and No Book* 24 pgs. Holiday House, 2015. $15.95  PICTURE BOOK  EL(K-3) – ESSENTIAL

Castelucci, Cecil and Jason Fry *Moving Target*, (Star Wars), 231 pages. Disney, 2015. $13.  
Violence: PG; Language: G; Mature Content: G.  
EL, MS, HS - ADVISABLE.  
Violence: PG; Language: G; Mature Content: G.  
EL, MS, HS - ADVISABLE.  
Violence: PG; Language: G; Mature Content: G.  
EL, MS, HS - ADVISABLE.  
ALSO – Rucka, Greg and Phil Noto *Before the Awakening* (Star Wars The Force Awakwns)

EL - ESSENTIAL.

Language: G(0 swears, 0 "f"); Mature Content: G; Violence: PG.  
EL/MS - ESSENTIAL.
EL-ESSENTIAL.

Cronin, Doreen *Bloom*, illustrated by David Small. PICTURE BOOK. Atheneum (Simon), 2016. $18. Content: G.
Pre-K, EL (K-3) – ESSENTIAL.

Dower, Laura *101 Things to Do Before You Grow Up: Fun Activities for You to Check off Your List*, illustrated by Dan Bramall and Katie Knutton. NON-FICTION. Walter Foster (Quarto Publishing Group), 2014. $12.95. Content:
PG.
EL -- ESSENTIAL.

Eaddy, Susan *Poppy’s Best Paper*, illustrated by Rosalinde Bonnet. PICTURE BOOK. Charlesbridge, 2015. $16.
EL - ESSENTIAL. MS - ADVISABLE.

EL – ESSENTIAL.

Pre-K, EL (K-3) - ESSENTIAL.

PICTURE BOOK
EL – ESSENTIAL

Jenkins, Emily *A Fine Dessert: Four Centuries, Four Families, One Delicious Treat*. PICTURE BOOK. Schwartz and Wade Books, 2015 Language: (0 swears, 0 "f"); Mature Content-G; Violence: G;
PRE-K, EL (K-3), EL ESSENTIAL

Jenkins, Steve and Robin Page *How to Swallow a Pig: Step-by-Step Advise from the Animal Kingdom* 32 pgs.
Houston Mifflin Harcourt, 2015. $17.00. NONFICTION
EL, MS - ESSENTIAL

EL (K-3), EL-ESSENTIAL. MS-ADVISABLE.

Pre-K, EL (K-3), ADULT – ESSENTIAL.

EL(K-3) –ESSENTIAL

Lupica, Mike *The Only Game*, 310 pgs. Simon and Schuster, 2015. $16.99. Language: G (0 swears); Mature
Content: G; Violence: PG.
EL, MS - ESSENTIAL

Mabbitt, Will *The Unlikely Adventures of Mabel Jones* (Mabel Jones #1), illustrated by Ross Collins. 290 pgs.
Viking (Penguin), 2015. $16.99. Violence: PG (some death and severing of limbs, but not in detail); Language: PG (4
mild swears).
EL, MS -- ESSENTIAL.

Macy, Sue *Miss Mary Reporting: The True Story of Sportswriter Mary Garber*, illustrated by C.F. Payne.
EL, MS, HS – ADVISABLE.

**Mason, Margaret These Hands** 15 pgs. Houghton Mifflin, 2011. $7.00 Content: Language: G (0 swears); Mature Content: G Violence: G PICTURE BOOK/NON-FICTION
EL(K-3) – ESSENTIAL

EL - ESSENTIAL.

EL, MS – ADVISABLE.

EL, MS- ESSENTIAL.

EL -- ESSENTIAL.

**Mobley, Jeannie Katerina’s Wish,** pg. 246 Simon and Shuster, 2012 Language: (0 swears, 0 ”f”); Mature Content-PG; Violence: PG;
EL, MS - ESSENTIAL

**Molk, Laurel Eeny, Meeny, Miney, Mo and Flo!** PICTURE BOOK. Viking (Penguin), 2015. $17. Content: G. L Pre-K - ESSENTIAL.

**Murphy, Frank Take a Hike, Teddy Roosevelt** Disney/Hyperion, 2015 $17.99 EARLY READER/BIOGRAPHY
EL(K-3) – ESSENTIAL

**Nobleman, Marc Tyler Brave Like my Brother,** 112 pages. Scholastic Press, JUNE 2016. $16. Content: G. EL, MS – ESSENTIAL.

EL, EL (K-3) – ESSENTIAL

**Philbrick, Rodman Zane and the Hurricane: A Story of Katrina** Bluesky Press (Scholastic), 2014. $16.99 Content: Language: G (0 swears); Mature Content: PG Violence: PG
EL, MS - ESSENTIAL

**Rappaport, Doreen Elizabeth started all the Trouble** Disney/Hyperion, 2016 $17.99 PICTURE BOOK/NON-FICTION
EL –ESSENTIAL

**Rappaport, Doreen Frederick’s Journey** Disney, 2015 $17.99 PICTURE BOOK/BIOGRAPHY
EL –ESSENTIAL

**Rhodes, Jewell Bayou Magic** 235 pgs. Little Brown and Company, 2015, $ 17.00 Content PG.
EL/MS – ESSENTIAL.

**Rockliff, Mara Mesmerized** Illustrated by Iacopo Bruno Candlewick, 2015. $17.99 PICTURE BOOK Content: G.
EL, MS-ESSENTIAL, HS-ADVISABLE.


**Swinburne, Stephen R.** *Safe in a Storm*, illustrated by Jennifer A. Bell. PICTURE BOOK. Cartwheel Books (Scholastic), APRIL 2016. $11. Pre-K, GIFT – ADVISABLE.

**Telgemeier, Raina** *The Baby-Sitters Club: Kristy’s Great Idea*, 180 pgs. Scholastic, 2015. $10.99 GRAPHIC NOVEL Content: G. EL, MS-ESSENTIAL.

**Thong, Roseanne Greenfield** *Dia De Los Muertos*, pictures by Carles Ballesteros. PICTURE BOOK. Albert Whitman, 2015. $17. EL (K-3), EL, MS (1st year Spanish students) - ESSENTIAL.


**Vernick, Audrey** *First Grade Dropout*, illustrated by Matthew Cordell. PICTURE BOOK. Clarion (Houghton Mifflin), 2015. $17. EL (K-3), EL – ESSENTIAL.

**Winick, Judd** *Hilo the Boy Who Crashed to Earth* 192 pgs. GRAPHIC NOVEL. Random House, 2015. $13.99 GRAPHIC NOVEL EL – ESSENTIAL